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Abstract
One of the main disadvantages of symmetric key algorithms in compar-
ison with asymmetric key ones is their lower security level due to their
shorter key length. Indeed, increasing the number of bits that conforms
the key used by a symmetric cryptography algorithm will increase its se-
curity level with a cost on its performance. Expanding a key in symmetric
cryptography is not an easy task due to algorithms are designed to work
with keys of a fixed maximum length. This paper presents an alterna-
tive design of the RC5 cryptography algorithm with an enhanced security
level achieved through a key expansion mechanism with Parallel Comput-
ing processing. Although the design was created for the RC5 algorithm
the main idea might be applied to other block cipher algorithms applying
the same criteria. This methodology makes feasible to obtain a robust
symmetric key algorithm implemented in software with an acceptable per-
formance in comparison with other techniques such as implementations in
hardware, reduction in the amount of data, improvements in the key ex-
change process, advanced high performance computing, and many others
techniques.
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Enhanced RC5 Algorithm using Parallel Computing for Communication Networks

Algoritmo RC5 mejorado usando computación
paralela para redes de comunicaciones

Resumen
Una de las principales desventajas de los algoritmos de clave simétrica en
comparación con los asimétricos es su menor nivel de seguridad debido a
su longitud de clave más corta. Ciertamente, aumentar el número de bits
que conforman la clave utilizada por un algoritmo de criptografía simétrica
aumentará su nivel de seguridad con un costo en su rendimiento. Extender
una clave en criptografía simétrica no es una tarea fácil ya que los algo-
ritmos están diseñados para trabajar con claves de una longitud máxima
fija. Este artículo presenta un diseño alternativo del algoritmo de cripto-
grafía RC5 con un nivel de seguridad mejorado que se logra a través de
un mecanismo de expansión de clave con procesamiento de Computación
Paralela. Aunque el diseño fue creado para el algoritmo RC5 la idea prin-
cipal podría ser aplicada a otros algoritmos de cifrado en bloque aplicando
el mismo criterio. Esta metodología hace factible obtener un algoritmo de
clave simétrica robusto implementado sobre software con un rendimiento
aceptable en comparación con otras técnicas como implementaciones so-
bre hardware, reducción en la cantidad de datos, mejoras en el proceso
de intercambio de clave, computación avanzada de alto rendimiento, entre
otras.

Palabras clave: Criptografía; clave simétrica; RC5; algoritmo; rendi-
miento.

1 Introduction

Symmetric key algorithms make use of shorter keys in comparison
with the keys used by asymmetric algorithms such as RSA (Rivest,
Shamir and Adleman), ElGamal or Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
[1]. For instance, AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) uses a key
of maximum 256 bits whereas RSA works with a minimum recom-
mended key length of 1024 bits. As is described in [2], having a larger
key means more security due to the encrypted information will be
more resistant to a brute force attack. However, computing a larger
key also means more time, energy and resource consumption, which
could lead to a lost in performance [3]. This fact makes asymmetric
key algorithms have a stronger security level with a lower performance
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in comparison with symmetric key algorithms, which demonstrated
in [1].

On the other hand, symmetric keys have a shorter live time than
asymmetric keys, which means that more maintenance and key man-
agement need to be applied for the first ones.

Although symmetric key algorithms are faster than asymmetric
ones, even more if they are implemented in hardware, the fact that
the sender and the target need to have the key before the communi-
cation be established is a major disadvantage. Asymmetric key algo-
rithms use two keys in order to avoid this problem, as [4] describes,
turning them in the preferred option for electronic communications
with web services over public networks, and limiting to symmetric key
algorithms to certain tasks such as the initial interchange of cryptog-
raphy material in VPN communications [5].

Finding out the balance between the adequate security level and
an acceptable performance is a difficult task [6]. The perfect scenario
is to achieve the performance of symmetric key algorithms with the
security level of asymmetric ones. Although it is not feasible, at least
with the actual technology, the goal is to extend the conventional
symmetric key lengths for making the algorithms to work with a key
as large as possible.

The main symmetric key algorithms are based on a technique
called block ciphering, which consists of dividing the data into small
pieces (blocks) of certain length (which depends on the algorithm
features) for being processed [7]. This technique is usually combined
with iterative rounds which improve the performance of the algorithm.
Different logical operations are performed at each iteration depending
on the algorithm. Stronger algorithms use more complex operations.

Because of this operation mode the main constraint with symmet-
ric keys is that the maximum key length of the algorithms is of a
defined number of bits, limiting its security level. As [8] emphasizes,
this feature is exacerbated by the fact that just few symmetric key
algorithms allows a variable key length until its threshold whereas the
vast majority just allows certain values inside its working range.
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One of the symmetric key algorithms with that feature is the RC5
(Rivest Cipher 5) algorithm. This algorithm is used in several appli-
cation environments such as image encryption [9] and ad hoc networks
[10], and its simple structure makes it ideal for implementing modi-
fications. More than this, the algorithm uses basic logical operations
and has a simple structure making it easy of understanding [11].

As other symmetric key algorithms, RC5 can be implemented with
basic hardware and software. It is possible to implement the algorithm
with FPGA hardware as is made in [12].

Block
C

Block
B

Block
A

Block
Z

<<<

Second part output
A2'

First part output
A1'

<<<

Block A
(Second part – A2)

Block A
(First part – A1)

Key

Key

One round

Figure 1: Basic RC5 encryption method
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RC5 is derived from the RC4 algorithm and constitutes the basis
for the actual RC6 algorithm. RC5 has a variable block size of 32, 64
and 128 bits, with a variable key length between 0 and 2040 bits. In
[13] is demonstrated that for 12-round nominal RC5 version with a 64
bits block length, the algorithm is vulnerable to linear cryptanalysis.

Figure 1 explains the basic RC5 encryption method which will be
used for enhancing the security level of this symmetric key algorithm
without a reduction in its performance.

2 Enhanced RC5 algorithm using parallel computing for
communication networks

In order to improve the performance of a symmetric key algorithm
several techniques and methods can be applied; not only implemented
in hardware, but also using software and even embedded systems with
associations between hardware and software [14]. Although not all of
these techniques allows to rise the security level, they can be applied
together with other mechanisms to achieve a better security level with
an acceptable performance.

One technique involves the creation of a new hardware platform
oriented to enhance the speed through modern electronics systems
[15]. This is the most common technique employed since symmetric
key cryptography algorithms run faster in hardware instead of soft-
ware, and several architectures have been created for this purpose. In
[16] a platform made with modern FPGA is explained. The gate array
permits to process several logic operations simultaneously improving
the performance. Another example is exposed in [17] where a re-
configurable architecture implemented on Xilinx FPGA is presented.
Another similar work is implemented in [18].

Another technique is to improve the key exchange mechanism in-
stead of the algorithm [19]. This might improve the overall perfor-
mance of the encryption process, although not the algorithm security
level itself. In [13] is exposed this technique applied for asymmetric
key algorithms used for vehicular and ad hoc networks. The main
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problem is the fact that asymmetric key cryptography exchange pro-
cess always will be better due to the use of a public key which is known
before the encryption process starts, unlike the case of symmetric key
algorithms.

Reducing the number of rows the algorithm uses to work is an-
other performance technique. The main idea is to reduce the load the
process running the algorithm has to work with. Although it is a valid
option, this method reduces the security level instead of improving it.

Decreasing the amount of data to be encrypted as is described in
[20] is also valid to increase performance, but it has a similar problem
that the previous explained technique.

The use of High Performance Computing is the best option when
there are available computational resources. In [15] is presented a
mechanism to improve significantly the performance of symmetric
key algorithms using a peer to peer computational grid middleware
schema. However, it might not be possible to employ this technique
in all the environments where cryptography is required.

In [21] and [22] is demonstrated that using Parallel Computing is
possible to improve the performance even for asymmetric key cryp-
tography. A similar scenario is presented in [23] in an environment
with multi-core processors.

Other advanced techniques are nowadays being researched such as
the use of Quantum Computing to process big data [24]. Quantum
Computing will permit to make cryptography mathematical opera-
tions with significant improved performance [25]. However, the use of
Quantum Computing looks still far away.

Therefore, modifying the algorithm structure to work with a bet-
ter performance might be the best option when there are limited re-
sources. As [26] explains, it is feasible to make a symmetric key algo-
rithm to work with improved logical operations that yields the same
results as the traditional XOR operations, but in a minor time and
with a better performance. This technique also requires additional
hardware components in order to support the new set of instructions.
In order to avoid hardware implementations the modified algorithm
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can be implemented in software, although with less performance.
For instance, as is explained in [27], RC5 structure can be modified

and implemented in hardware for making the algorithm to run faster.
In [28] is presented a similar approach for achieving this, but imple-
mented in software and with an enhanced security level accomplished
through a key expansion technique in a randomly manner.

Expanding the key length is the base option in order to rise the
algorithm security level, but this will need to work together with
one of the techniques previously described that allow to enhance the
performance due to the fact that a larger key will make the algorithm
to run slower.

The use of Parallel Computing is the best option for this scenario
because it can help to mitigate this issue since it allows to carry
out several processes at the same time. However, if a key expansion
technique is used with Parallel Computing, the algorithm also needs to
be modified to work dividing the data into small parts to be performed
by each process simultaneously.

Current communication networks need to establish security mech-
anisms able to guarantee data confidentiality with good performance.
Enhancing the security level of symmetric key algorithms without a
performance degradation permits to use several applications in a safe
way over wireless or public communications networks, as is described
in [29].

3 Methodology

In order to improve the RC5 algorithm security level is necessary to
make use of a larger key length. The performance is not reduced due
to the use of Parallel Computing.

3.1 Modifying the algorithm

The main idea is to create a second process which simultaneously
will execute with parallelism the RC5 traditional algorithm for the
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second block, while the first one is also executed; as is reflected in
Figure 2. The combination of the blocks being processed is called an
inter-block.
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Figure 2: Enhanced RC5 structure
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The structure of the enhanced RC5 algorithm needs the use of two
keys, one for the first process and another for the second. This is the
feature that makes possible to use a key of a larger length. In fact,
the extended key can be divided into two parts for using the first part
for the first process and the second one for the another.

For instance, because of the maximum key length of the traditional
RC5 algorithm is 2040 bits, now working with this scenario we can
use a key of 4080 bits for running an inter-block of two RC5 processes
each one with a key of 2040 bits. In order to work with a key of more
than 4080 bit a third process will need to be included.

The RC5 algorithm has a major advantage because it can use any
key length until 2040 bits, at difference to other algorithms as AES
which works with just three key lengths. This permits to compare the
traditional RC5 algorithm with the enhanced one. For instance, we
can measure the duration of time the traditional algorithm is able to
encrypt with a key of 128 bits, and in the same way we can measure
the time taken by the enhanced algorithm with the same key length
applying 64 bits for the first process and other 64 bits for the another.

Although the mathematical operations over the blocks are exactly
the same, is possible that the two process do not finish their work
at the same the time. For this reason it is necessary to implement a
mechanism to handle the simultaneity between the two events.

At each process is carried out logical operations with the data and
the respective key. These operations are represented in Algorithm 1
for the block A. The same operations are carried out simultaneously
for the block B.

Algorithm 1 Mathematical representation of RC5 encryption
1: A2 := A2 + K[0]
2: A1 := A1 + K[1]
3: for i := 1 to r do
4: A2 := ((A2 XOR A1) left shift A1) + K[2i]
5: A1 := ((A1 XOR A2) left shift A2) + K[2i+1]
6: end for
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Although is difficult to model mathematically the relation between
the performance of the traditional RC5 algorithm and the enhanced
one, an approximate equation for keys larger than 1024 bits derived
from the results obtained is presented in Equation 1, where P is the
performance of the traditional RC5 algorithm (expressed as the time
in microseconds taken for doing the encryption process), k is the num-
ber of bits of the key, and P’ is the performance of the enhanced one
(expressed in microseconds as well). Of course, this is not an exact
rule for all the cases.

P ′ ≈ P

2
+

k

1024
× 100.675[us] (1)

The decryption process works similar. There will be two processes
in order to decrypt the data and the final results in each process will
be handled by a semaphore.

3.2 Handling simultaneity

Handling the simultaneity of events is a major task to take into ac-
count when working with parallelism. As was shown in Figure 2 the
likelihood that the two process of an inter-block finishes their work
at different times is handled through a semaphore.

The semaphore will make that the process which finishes its work
first waits until the another also finishes. When both processes finish,
the semaphore will permit to continue with the following inter-block
of data.

In the same way the semaphore will permit to detect when a pro-
cess fails to complete its work.

The Algorithm 2 explains the functionality of the semaphore. First,
the semaphore enters inside an infinite loop in order to wait until the
two processes have finished their tasks. When the semaphore detects
that both processes have finished then analyzes the results of each
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process. If both processes are successful, so the semaphore continue
with the next inter-block, if one process has an error, so the process
is run again, and if both processes have an error means that both of
them are repeated.

Algorithm 2 Semaphore simultaneity handle algorithm
1: stopProcess := true
2: while stopProcess is true do
3: if process1 has finished and process2 has finished then
4: stopProcess := false
5: if process1 is successful and process2 is successful then
6: continue with next inter-block
7: else if process1 is not successful and process2 is successful then
8: repeat process1
9: else if process1 is successful and process2 is not successful then

10: repeat process2
11: else
12: repeat both processes
13: end if
14: end if
15: end while

4 Results analysis

As was explained in section 2, several cryptography algorithms can be
used in communication networks. Table 1 shows the maximum key
length of some symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. As Figure 3
reflects the key of asymmetric algorithms is larger than the symmetric
ones. RC5 is a particular algorithm which permits the use of a larger
key.
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Table 1: Maximum key length used by some algorithms

Comparison
Algorithm Maximum key length (bits)

Asymmetric RSA 4096
DSA 3072

Symmetric
AES 256
RC5 2048
3DES 168

RSA

DSA

AES

RC5

3DES

4,096

3,072

2,048

256

168 Key length (bits)

Figure 3: Key length comparison

However, several techniques in order to expand the key length and
therefore the security level of symmetric algorithms can be applied.
Table 2 summarizes the methods analyzed in section 2 with the num-
ber of articles researched that each technique apply. Of course, some
articles apply more than just one technique.
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Table 2: Cryptographic techniques for performance improvement

Technique Quantity
Key length expansion 1
Algorithm modifications 4
New hardware architecture 9
Key exchange modifications 4
Parallel Computing 3
Small data 3
Reduced rounds 3
Improved logical operations 8
Quantum Computing 1

Figure 4 explains the fact that the preferred option for improving
symmetric key algorithms’ performance is through hardware imple-
mentations.

Key length expansion
2.78%

Algorithm modifications

11.11%

New Hardware architecture

25%Better key exchange

11.11%

Parallel Computing
8.33%

Small data

8.33%

Reduced rounds

8.33%

Logical operations

22.23%

Quantum Computing
2.78%

Figure 4: Researched techniques for performance improvement.
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Modifying the RC5 algorithm as was explained in section 3 is
possible to improve the performance reducing the elapsed time taken
by encryption. Table 3 compares the time taken by the traditional
RC5 algorithm and the enhanced one considering the key length and
the number of rounds used for encryption. As the results in the table
explains when the number of rounds increases, the performance of the
algorithm decreases due to the additional load the algorithm has to
process.

Table 3: Comparison with different number of rounds.

Comparison
Key length(bits) RC5(us) Enhanced RC5(us)

12
rounds

510 64.245 32.241
1020 150.125 85.471
2040 325.854 194.587
4080 not feasible 360.124

64
rounds

510 556.124 256.251
1020 1025.958 512.632
2040 2047.147 1026.587
4080 not feasible 1987.524

128
rounds

510 1030.127 567.254
1020 2048.487 1087.254
2040 4125.254 2163.478
4080 not feasible 4325.125

255
rounds

510 2063.245 1245.487
1020 4236.147 2145.551
2040 8695.235 4365.145
4080 not feasible 8984.258

As Figure 5 shows, for a certain number of rounds the enhanced
RC5 algorithm is able to encrypt the same amount of data than the
traditional algorithm much faster, using the same key length, due to
the use of parallelism.

This better performance is not considerable when the key length
is too short, because the expanded key is also short. However, the
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performance can be important and considerable when the key length
is expanded and this fact can play an important role for certain ap-
plications transmitted over communication networks.

Figure 5: Comparison for 2040 bits key length and different number of round.
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In Figure 6 is represented the performance of the enhanced RC5
algorithm. As the figure explains, when the key length used is larger
the time needed for encryption increases because the algorithm needs
to process a major number of bits at each operation, but the security
level is enhanced. On the other hand, the figure determines that for
a certain key length the performance decreases if the algorithm uses
a larger number of rounds due to the algorithm needs more time for
the encryption process of the additional rounds.

Using a larger number of rounds the security level provided by the
algorithm can be increased because the encrypted data is more vul-
nerable to lineal cryptanalysis with a minor number of rounds. There-
fore, determining the proper key length and an acceptable number of
rounds is an important aspect to take into consideration.
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Figure 6: Enhanced RC5 performance for different number of rounds.

Another important factor to take into consideration is the block
length used by the algorithm. The RC5 algorithm uses blocks of 32,
64 and 128 bits. As other symmetric key algorithms, the RC5 block
length plays an important role during the encryption process and it
is important to determine this factor in order to obtain a safe enough
algorithm with an acceptable performance.

Table 4 shows the results obtained for the RC5 traditional algo-
rithm and the enhanced one for each block length.

Using a larger block length for encryption permits to use a minor
number of inter-blocks to encrypt the data. On the other hand, the
RC5 algorithm will have to use a greater number of inter-blocks if
the block length is minor, because at each process less data will be
encrypted.
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Figure 7: Comparison for 2040 bits key and different block lengths.

Table 4: Comparison with different block lengths.

Comparison
Key length(bits) RC5(us) Enhanced RC5(us)

32
bits

510 1584.127 524.154
1020 2415.256 998.639
2040 4689.784 1987.158
4080 not feasible 4654.145

64
bits

510 675.145 310.547
1020 1248.632 510.633
2040 2146.254 965.125
4080 not feasible 2547.487

128
bits

510 57.524 28.157
1020 179.256 95.145
2040 356.587 210.487
4080 not feasible 487.741
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As Figure 7 reflects, for a certain block length the performance of
the RC5 enhanced algorithm is better than the traditional one using
the same key length. Again, the use of parallelism is an important
technique because it permits to make the encryption process in a
minor time.
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Figure 8: Enhanced RC5 performance for different block lengths.

Figure 8 analyzes the enhanced RC5 algorithm performance when
different block lengths are used. The figure shows that for a certain
key length the performance of the algorithm is improved when the
block length is larger, due to the algorithm is able to encrypt the
data in less time avoiding the use of additional inter-blocks. On the
other hand, increasing the key length will reduce the performance due
to the need to process more bits.
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5 Conclusions

The use of Parallel Computing helps to improve the performance of
the encryption process by permitting to make two or even more tasks
simultaneously. In this case, using Parallel Computing was feasible
to modify the RC5 algorithm to work in an inter-block scenario with
an enhanced security level achieved by a key expansion technique
maintaining an acceptable performance for communication networks.

In comparison with other advanced mechanisms, the use of a key
expansion technique in company of the use of parallelism permitted
to improve the security level without a degradation in the perfor-
mance of the RC5 algorithm. This was achieved without the use of
advanced High Performance Computing techniques which might not
be available in all environments.

Two important factors in the performance of the enhanced RC5
algorithm are the number of rows and the block length used for the
encryption process. As the number of rows increases, the encryption
process needs also more time, although the security level increases as
well. However, the results demonstrates that using blocks of larger
lengths the overall process is faster due to the fact that the algorithm
does not need more blocks processing in order to encrypt the data.

This demonstrates that is feasible to improve the security level of
the RC5 algorithms for actual communication networks using Parallel
Computing, and that this mechanism can be used in several applica-
tions.

Although this research was focused in the RC5 algorithm enhance-
ment, the concepts and the idea of using inter-blocks units can be
applied to other symmetric key algorithms based on cipher blocks.

Of course, other methods in addition to a semaphore might be
required to handle events simultaneity depending on the features of
each algorithm.
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